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Getting Started
Welcome to YeahMobi affiliate network platform: http://affiliate.yeahmobi.com/ .

First of all, you should have an account in YeahMobi to login to the affiliate network system.

In order to provide better user experience, YeahMobi supports customizing the system language.
By selecting the language, you will view the system in English, Chinese or Japanese.

If you do not have an account in YeahMobi, you can access the sign up form to apply for an
account.
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Sign Up Form
You will be required to fill in some important information (marked with red *) in sign up form.
The account should be a valid Email address which will be used as login account and also receive
essential notice in the future. In order to be approved, we highly suggest filling more detail
information in the sign up form.

Please remember to read the ‘Terms and Conditions’ at the bottom of the page before you
submit the form.
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Main Navigation
You will find the navigation menu on the left hand side of the window where you can access key
functionalities. By default, it shows recommended offers, new released offers and your currently
promoting offers.

By clicking “All Offers”, you will be directed to the available offer list. In this section, you can
search for desired offers, view offer details and get tracking links to promote the offers.

The function “My Offers” will list all the offers you are currently promoting.
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By clicking on “Upload Creative Files”, you can manage your creative files, including uploading
files for desired offers and viewing the application progress, etc.

The “Billing” section will bring you to all functions related to payment, such as viewing your
invoice list, checking invoice details and the payment progress. The bell icon will remind you for
important information, such as filling your payment method.

With the “Report” function, you will get detail information on your clicks, conversions and
revenues of your promoting offers. You can view the results either online or exporting them for
later analysis.

The “Conversion” report focused on the detail information of your conversions.

Your profile information is maintained in the upper right corner. By clicking your name, you can
manage your basic information, change password, add global postback pixels and customize
Email subscriptions.

We also look forward any suggestion for the system. You can contact us via the “Feedback” in
your profile.
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All Offers
The offer page provides a list of available offers for you to promote. You can view the general
offer information. Searching function is also available.
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You can view the general offer information such as: offer name, payout, allowed traffic and
targeted areas etc.

It also offers the search function for you to find the desired offers by category, countries,
platforms or traffic. With the “Advanced Search” function, you can multi select options under
each criterion.

The selected search criteria are shown above the searching result. You can customize your
searching.
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Offer Detail
Clicking the offer logo will direct to the offer detail page. You will see detail descriptions together
with restrictions of the offer, including:


Offer Name



Payout



Caps if any



Expiration Date



Descriptions



Restrictions: platform, country, and traffic



Creative Files



Tracking Link

To get your specific tracking link, just click the button “Get Tracking Link”. The page will direct
you to the tracking link section. If the offer required an application, you will see the button
“Apply”. You might be asked questions to apply for the offer. After the account manager
approved the application, you will see the tracking link.

We support 8 sub tokens to add in your specific tracking link to capture more detail information.
By clicking “Parameters”, you can attach tokens in your tracking links easily.

As for the “Postback Pixel”, you can postback more detail information for further analysis. We
support no more than 50 postback URLs. It also provides the function to rollback your previous
used postback pixel by clicking the icon near by the label.
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Upload Creative Files
You can view all your uploaded files. The status stands for the approval progress.



Pending: the files are uploaded and waiting for approval. You can delete them to
upload new ones.



Approved: the files are approved by advertisers, and you can use them to promote
offers.



Rejected: the files are rejected by advertisers, and if there is reason, you can view them
in the mouse over label.

To upload the creative files for approval, you can click “Upload Creative Files”. You should first
select the category of the offers, and then select offers under the category. It supports to upload
files for a group of offers under same category. Files no more than 5M with type JPG, JPEG, PNG,
GIF, BMP, TXT, DOC, PPT or PDF are allowed to upload.
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Billing
My Invoices
There will be the invoice list for you to check. The invoice with status “to be confirm” will need
your confirmation. There will also be a bell icon next to “Billing” menu to remind you.

Clicking the invoice number will direct you to check the invoice detail. You can send note to your
account manager in “Messages” tab.
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My Payments
All the payments will be listed here.

Clicking the payment number will direct you to check the payment detail. You can also save the
payment as PDF for backup.
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My Payment Method
You should first fill the payment method so that the system can generate the invoice for you. It
supports 4 types of payments:


Wire



Paypal



Bank Transfer (for mainland RPC only)

The payment method requires your account manager’s approval. If the request is denied, you
will get a message on the page: Your Request to change payment method was denied. You may
need to verify your information. After the approval, if you have to change your payment method,
it is available for modification but they still need your account manager’s approval.

Please note: every Wed noon to Fri 6PM (GMT+8) is the billing generating and payment period. It
is NOT available for any update on your payment method. Please update the information on the
other day.
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Report
This report provides summary data for you to check. It supports varies of filters to get desired
data. You can view the result online with “Run Report” or download the CSV for further analysis
with “Export Report”.
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Conversion Report
The conversion report provides the ability to get detail data for your conversion to optimize the
promotion. Due to large scale of data, the report does not support online result, but needs to
download the report in CSV format.

With the “Export Report”, you will get a pop up window to enter a name for the report.
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When the report is running, you will get the following message: Exporting.. You can continue
your work on other pages and return to the report page later to download the report.

Once the report is ready, you will get a download link.

Wish you have a good journey in YeahMobi.

If you have any suggestion, please feel free to contact us at yeahmobi.product@ndpmedia.com .
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